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Abstract 
Cooperative Collision Avoidance System(CCA) is an active safety 

technology for reduce traffic accidents. It provides a driver with  and 

early warnings of any possible collisions. One of the important 

technical problems is multi-hop dissemination of the  message , is 

how to  maintaining good latency and reachability that are hard to 

achieve simultaneously due to the vehicles mobility and the lossy 

wireless channel . In this paper we proposed a Reliable Contention 

Free  Message Dissemination Protocol (RCF), which can address 

that problem. This protocol had maximized  the reliability by 

minimizing number of the hidden vehicles,also had minimized the 

waiting time to transmit , and average delay. And through  simulation 

study, we show that this protocol can result in 99% to 100% of 

reliably, by reducing the number of hidden vehicles. Moreover the 

waiting time to transmit is reduced, so it improve connectivity, and 

the network throughput.  

Keywords: Cooperative Collision Avoidance, VANET, 

Cooperative Collision Avoidance, ITS.  

 

1. Introduction 

  

Cooperative Collision Avoidance is one of the most important 

intelligent transportation system (ITS) applications .The major 

driving factor for the investigation and deployment of this new 

technology is  by collecting accurate and up-to-date 

information about the status of the surrounding environment, a 

driver assistance system can quickly detect potentially 

dangerous situations, and notify the driver about the 

approaching peril. Since a relatively small reduction in the 

driver response time (in the order of a fraction of a second) 

can result in avoiding an accident, driver assistance systems 

based on vehicular ad hoc networks  have the potential of 

significantly improving the safety level on the road . 

Implementing Cooperative Collision Avoidance  is most 

difficult to solve in the area of vehicular networking. In fact, 

safety applications must rely on very accurate and up to date 

information about the surrounding environment, which, in turn, 

requires the use of accurate positioning systems and smart 

communication protocols for exchanging information. These 

smart communication protocols should guarantee fast and 

reliable delivery of information to all vehicles in a network 

environment in which the communication medium is shared, 

highly unreliable, and with limited bandwidth. 

 

1.1 Previous work 
 

The communication network, which need for Cooperative 

Collision Avoidance application, is to be a reliable and time 

constrained, which currently not included in the ad hoc 

networks to VANET. A recent study has shown that the 

standard provides adequate performance for what concerns 

delay, but it is defective in terms of reliability[1] . This 

explains the many recent proposals for modifications of the 

message dissemination aimed at improving either reliability, or 

reducing delay In this section, we provide an overview of 

some works that tack  the problem of data dissemination in 

vehicular networks. The motivation to develop specific 

dissemination protocols in this area is that a classical broadcast 

based on flooding cannot be used since it causes a protocol 

overhead and high number of message collisions, which is 

known under the name of Storm Broadcast Problem [3]. 

Various schemes were proposed to mitigate this problem, such 

as, geographic addressing  and routing protocols  , as well as 

other data dissemination approaches. By applying the 

traditional broadcast algorithms for ad hoc networks to 

VANET directly would make algorithm performances 

degraded or cannot even work correctly. Up to now, 

researchers have been proposed a lot of broadcast algorithms 

for message dissemination . As hybrid intelligent broadcast 

(Hi-CAST) [2] is algorithm to improve performance of road 

safety alert application in VANET. Upon receiving a packet 

from vehicle I , vehicle j rebroadcasts it with some waiting 

time and some probability if it receives the packet for the first 

time; otherwise, it discards the packet. But If the probability is 

increased it works much like flooding . [3] Is proposed relative 

position based message dissemination  . To ensure high 

message delivery ratio and low delivery delay, directional 
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greedy broadcast routing (DGBR) is introduced to make a 

group of  nodes hold the message for high reliability. [4] 

proposed Content-Based Dissemination Protocol for VANETs 

.The dissemination approach is encounter probability,The 

protocol is able to disseminate  by setting appropriate weights 

for the different factors that affect the computation of the 

encounter probability. In[10], a performance evaluation of 

broadcast routing protocol in a VANET has been analyzed and 

discussed,  the end-to-end packet delay evaluated for a given 

vehicle  decreases and at the same time, the network through 

put shows a better trend. In [9], simulations show that 

Optimized Dissemination of Alarm Messages (ODAM)  is not 

reliable 100% with transmission ranges>200m  . Also, the 

initiator periodic broadcasts according to static period generate 

a significant overhead specifically in large scale. Abiding 

geocast [6] aims to disseminate information about accidents or 

congestions to every vehicle before they reach the warning line 

. In this system vehicles on a stretch of roads carry safety 

messages to vehicles in the opposite direction periodically, this 

periodicity is changed dynamically only when receiving a 

message from other vehicles traveling in the same direction, 

which generates additional overhead in time and bandwidth. 

This system can’t ensure reliability In sparse networks, since 

its dissemination initiator is a vehicle leaving the event. 

Optimized Abiding Geocast [7] Is aims  to acquire the optimal 

time period that can guarantee high reliability, limited latency 

and low overhead by exploits the VANET characteristics .The 

vehicle  to become a relay , they propose that a vehicle 

receiving the warning message must first verify its relative 

position in report with the sender. If it is farther than the 

sender to the accident, it starts executing the DDT (Distance 

Defer Transfer) algorithm  to see if it is the farthest vehicle 

from the sender or no. Thy  have adopted the same DDT 

mechanism principle (wait time inversely proportional to the 

distance) . In case of  two or more vehicles equidistant to the 

sender designate them self as relay at the same time , this lead 

to competitions and collisions by discard the contention 

between the transmitters. 

  

1.2 Purpose Protocol 
 

In this paper, we proposed Reliable Contention Free  Protocol  

for Safety Messages Dissemination in Vehicular Networks.Its 

robust message dissemination and its optimality packet 

delivery to the intended receivers within low delay time and 

with low over head , and it delivers messages in accordance 

with given priority and density levels. In order to ensure high 

reliability and to save unnecessary broadcasts. This protocol is 

combination of two broadcast  mechanism the , first one is a 

Geocast  to carry out reliable and efficient broadcast, by using 

adaptive broadcast , and the second is to optimizing the 

dissemination, by using  clustering flooding mechanism witch 

used for reducing the occurrence of hidden station problem , 

also to achieving  collation free transmission by discard the 

contention between the transmitters by  represents new facility 

layer of the VANET. The  facilities layer contains 

functionalities from the OSI application layer, presentation 

layer,and session layer .in this paper the  facilities layer  

handling the local dynamic map of the vehicular environment 

and the different station capabilities. Its provides services to 

control the congestion by allocating time slot to vehicles. 

 

1.3 The contribution of the paper 
 

The contribution of the paper, propose facilities layer based 

mechanisms for information propagation and ,its out perform 

classical network layer solutions . Other  contribution is no 

contention in channel between transmitters.     

 

2. Proposed protocol 
 

Our protocol is aims to be reliable and Contention Free in in 

dense net work or in spars net work . In this section a Reliable 

Contention Free  Protocol(RCF) for Message Dissemination is 

proposed for Cooperative Collision Avoidance . The protocol 

represents new facility layer of the VANET. The facilities 

layer contains functionalities from the OSI application layer , 

presentation layer , and session layer .in this paper the  

facilities layer  handling the local dynamic map of the 

vehicular environment and the different station capabilities. Its 

provides services to MAC layers, such as congestion control 

by allocating time slot to vehicles . This protocol is designed 

to fulfilling the transmissions requirement of the Cognitive 

Cooperative Collation Avoidance System For ITS . This 

protocol operate on distributed infrastructureless wireless ad 

hoc networks .In this protocol combination of two broadcast  

mechanism is used , a geocast  to carry out reliable and 

efficient broadcast , by using adaptive broadcast , to reduce the 

occurrence of hidden station problem , and  achieving collation 

free transmission by discard the contention between the 

transmitters ,clustering flooding mechanism is used.      

 

                                                                                             

2.1 Concept and definitions  
 

Cluster: is segment of road or street with single or multiple-

path, in where the vehicles move in both directions, also 

defined as a group of vehicles moving in any direction at a 

time instant.  

Master Vehicle (MV): Keep the synchronization of 

transmission within the cluster by sending synchronization 

message every four broadcast slots. Also organizing the  
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process of vehicle entering or out going of cluster , and allows 

each vehicle dynamically adapt its broadcasting strategy not 

only with respect to the network density, but also according to 

its  position, it s use two channels  CH1 inter communication 

,and CH2 communication with the new cluster witch coming 

from other cluster  , 

Tail Relay Vehicle (TRV): is the farthest vehicle in the 

opposite direction within cluster its work as gateway between 

the two adjacent clusters, its utilizing multi hope broadcasting, 

it use the two channels CH1 and CH2.   

Front Relay Vehicle (FRV):  is the farthest vehicle in the 

direction within cluster  it s  work as gateway between the two 

adjacent clusters, its utilizing multi hope broadcasting , it use 

the two channels CH1 and CH2 ,   

Slave Vehicle (SLV) : is defined as the vehicle within cluster 

witch utilizing single hope broadcasting for communication 

inter cluster by use CH1 . 

Radio Gabe (RG) : Its the an area  between  two clusters 

witch not covered by  radio from the both VC , or its out of the  

communication range of  the tow  clusters VC 

 

2.3 Requirement and assumption  
 

Every vehicle should be equipped with smart antenna, its 

utilizing beam forming to reducing communication 

interference and overhead, this antenna allows the Front Relay 

Vehicle FRV, and Back Relay Vehicle BFRV to adapt focus it 

is beam towards the adjacent cluster when using CH2. Also  

every  vehicle equipped with short and  long range automotive 

radar sensors , accelerometer ,  GPS receiver and on-Board  

system with it is on bord database .We assume all the vehicles 

can monitor the status of adjacent  vehicles ,  also can obtain 

their geographical position from a GPS receiver  also have 

access to a digital map of the area. Using on-board sensors 

(GPS, laser, radar) vehicles are able to estimate the average 

speed (V) and average vehicle density (β) on the road segment 

(cluster). We assume that all the vehicle nodes are 

synchronized to defined phases by Master Vehicle.  

 

2.4 Dissemination Strategies  
 

For improving system efficiency, mainly three strategies are 

used to .First the vehicles in road are arranged in specific 

group called Cluster to reduce broadcasting and help message 

delivery to save unnecessary broadcasts while keeping the 

warning message in the affected area, this clustering it’s 

shaped in fig 1 

 

 

                                         

Figure 1 Protocol Concepts Applied in Dense Network Example 

 

 

 

 

2.5 Strategy of Select Transmitters   
 

The selection of master and the gateway vehicles be 

complicated, to perform this selection process, two strategies 

are used for new cluster and old cluster 

.      

2.5.1 Master Vehicle selection 

 

The master vehicle can be selected with different strategies 

depend to its position in cluster , its direction an its speed ,  

Selecting Master Vehicle Selection in New Cluster :At 

initial the new cluster can be created , process of creating a 

new cluster it cold cluster berth , this process start 
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automatically at un covered segment   of the road as radio gab, 

so the first vehicle enter this area can be the master of the 

cluster 

Selecting Master Vehicle Selection in old  Cluster :The 

vehicle will be selected as Master Vehicle , when its  located at 

the middle  of the cluster , with medium speed , and traveling 

in   direction of vehicles flow .The K nearest neighbor (Knn) 

algorithm it used  to select the middle vehicle  of  cluster , 

which  calculated   by equation 1 

ditans(Vi ,Vj) =    ½[ Wn (  (Xi,j)^2 + (Xi,j)^2  ) ]^ ½                                                                                                                    

(1) 

                   Xi,j    =   ( Xi  –  Xj  )         

                   Yi,j    =   ( Yi  –  Yj  )  

                    Wn   =  ( 1 + Γ× (Vi  - Vj) /( Vi × Vj) )  

when   Xi  and    Xj   are position of two vehicles in X access ,  

Yi  and    Yj   are position of two vehicles in Y access , Wn  is 

the weight of the euclidean distance, and  Vi  ,Vj  are the speed 

of vehicle  i and j , and Γ is direction factor depend to 

directions. Master   vehicle give minimum weighted Euclidean 

distance between it and all other vehicle in cluster, its 

calculated as in the equation 6.2   

                                                                                                                                                                  

 (2) 

                                                                                                                                                      

when  dista(VMV) is distance of the selected vehicle as master 

vehicle , in witch its sum of the weighted Euclidean distance is  

the must  minimal  one .           
 

 

 

2.5.2 Gateway Vehicle Selection 

The gateway vehicle its FRV or TRV , which can be selected 

with different  strategies depend to its position in  cluster ,and 

its direction in cluster .  

Selecting Gateway Vehicle Selection in New Cluster: After 

a new cluster has been crated , and the master vehicle had  

selected , so the first vehicle enter this new cluster after master 

vehicle must be  selected as  gateway vehicle  

Selecting Relay Vehicle Selection in Old Cluster: The 

vehicle witch can be selected as Relay Vehicle RV , it will be  

located at the bounder of cluster in the tail or front of cluster 

.To selected vehicle as cluster gateway vehicle FRV or TRV  

,it have to be the vehicle with maximum value in  equation (3).     

 

                                                                                                    

                                           (3) 

                                           (4) 

 

When dista(VGV) is  distance between the master vehicle and 

the gateway vehicle arrive  

 

2.6 The State Machine of Vehicle Activities During 

Cluster Live 
 

Instate of hight dynamic of the vehicle , so the vehicle in 

cluster change its state dynamically dependence to it position , 

the figure 6.3 show the relation between the state of the vehicle 

, and its responsibility in the cluster . 

                                                                 Figure 2 State Machine of Vehicle Activities 

 

 

2.7 Message Dissemination schemes 

 

In this protocol ,time and frequency based scheme is proposed  

to control the media access. In this approach, the time is 

divided into frames, which are divided into time slots. This 

approach is called Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA). 

The TDMA mechanism is a contention free method that relies 

on a slotted frame structure that allows high communication 

reliability, avoids the hidden terminal problem, and ensures, 

with high probability, the of real-time applications. The 

TDMA technique can guarantee an upper limit on the message 

dissemination delay, the delay is deterministic (the access 

delay of messages is bounded) even in saturated environments. 

However, this technique needs a complex synchronization 
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procedure , in this protocol the Master Vehicle is used as 

central point to distribute resources fairly among vehicles. 

Also frequency reuse approach is used ,in which the channel 

split   to two sub channels CH1 and CH2, and dividing the 

channel to time slot . The most of (MAC) function is 

responsibility of the master vehicle (MSV) ,witch  coordinate 

the activities of all vehicles in cluster ,by sending the control 

message , for example the of coordination , it had to select a 

new master vehicle (MSV) ,add new slave vehicle to cluster , 

discard vehicle from cluster , and last one is to keep all the 

vehicle synchronizes to each other , by sending periodically 

synchronization message , also its allocate time slots to the 

vehicles . In this protocol two type of time slot allocation is 

proposed , the first type is allocating with fixed duration of 

synchronous message   , and the second type is  allocating time 

slot with variably  duration of synchronous message 

dependence to vehicle density in cluster    

 

2.8 The Function of the algorithm in each Vehicles   

 

When vehicle selected as master vehicle(MV) ,it had to 

continue its  tasks as in flow chart in figure 3, when vehicle 

selected as relay vehicle(FRV,TRV) ,it had to continue its  

tasks as in flow chart in fig 4 ,and in case of slave  vehicle ,it 

had to continue its  tasks as in flow chart in fig 4, When 

vehicle selected as relay vehicle 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            Figure 3  Master Vehicle MV                       Figure 4  The  FRV and TRV                    Figure 5    The  Slave  Vehicle                                                                                                                                              

             Functionality  flow chart                               Functionality  flow chart                            Functionality  f low chart 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Performance evaluation  
 

 

In the following, we have compared performance of message 

transmission in the above mentioned scenarios with and 

without the proposed algorithm. Four performance metrics are 

considered as follows: Average Number of Hidden Vehicles, 

Waiting Time to Transmit, delay between any two vehicles, 

and the Reliability Ratio.  
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3.1 Average Number of Hidden Vehicles: 
 

We first investigate how (Average Number of Hidden 

Vehicles) varies with number of vehicles .In this section four 

different broadcasting scenarios are  analyzed ,  first  the 

message re broad-casted only using slave vehicle(SLV) , at the 

second scenario the message re broad-casted only using master 

vehicle (MSV), at the third  scenario the message re broad-

casted  using master and slave vehicle (MSV+SLV), the last 

one is using the full function of  our proposed protocol . In all 

scenarios, we evaluated the average number of hidden vehicle, 

as function of vehicles number . From fig 6 we can remark that 

the proposed protocol perform had keep the number of hidden 

vehicles las than two for the different vehicle number   
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Figure 6 Average Numbers of Hidden Vehicles 

 

 

3.2 Waiting Time To Transmit: 
Figure 7 compares the waiting time to transmit for different 

vehicles densities. We can remark that in case of  using  

(5*time slot) as interval of  control message transmission , the 

waiting time is las than the other two scenario  
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Figure 7 Waiting Time To Transmit  

 

 

3.3 Delay  
 

Fig 8 show that the delay between any two vehicles in cluster, will increase when the distance between them increased.  
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Figure 8 Delay as function of distance between two vehicle  

 

3.4 Reliability Ratio  
 

Fig 9 show that the proposed  protocol can significantly 

improve the Reliability of the message dissemination process 

in the  vehicular network. We  investigate how ( Reliability 

Ratio) varies with number of vehicles in one cluster . we can 

remark that the proposed protocol  outperforms the 

dissemination without using it ,by keep the Reliability Ratio in 

99% ,for  variable number of vehicles , But in case of 

dissemination without using it, the Reliability Ratio  will 

degrading when the  vehicle number increased .  
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Figure 9 Reliability Ratio  

 

 

4. Conclusion 
 

Reliably message dissemination is essential for the future 

deployment of vehicular ad hoc networks. This protocol is 

designed to address the data dissemination problem in a 

partitioned and highly mobile vehicular network .In this paper 

we had design and evaluate ,the reliable  message 

dissemination protocol  , and through  simulation study, we 

show that this protocol can result in 99% to 100% of reliably, 

by reducing the number of hidden vehicles . Moreover the 

waiting time to transmit is reduced ,so it improve connectivity, 

and the network throughput .  
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